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Technology and digital innovation is 

increasingly at the core

of the debate on how to achieve the SDGs (17 goals). 

While the

possible contribution of digital technologies to the

SDGs has initially been limited to the discussion of

Goal 9 (industry, innovation, and infrastructure),

there is now a well-established understanding that

digital technology can help drive progress for

all goals

Sustainable Development Goals



SDGs Goal 2 - CAP

SDGs – ZERO HUNGER  goal 2 double productivity to guarantee a daily access t
o  healty food, sustainable

The Farm to Fork Strategy is at the heart of the European Green  Deal aiming to 
make food systems fair, healthy and environmentally  friendly. 

The Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) will play a key role in 

achieving the SDGs goals the objectives of the 'Farm to Fork’ 

strategy          

to make the EU’s agriculture sustainable



Precision livestock farming
PLF, or so-called ‘Precision Livestock Farming’, adds 
advanced technologies and software to the farming 
process, with the goal of optimizing the productivity 

per animal. 

This connects the main areas of focus: 

Nutrition

Health

Farming



“The livestock sectors is
starting to take advantage
to the adoption of a host
of new technologies in
terms of sustainable
production”

HOW CONNECT 
TECHNOLOGIES AND 
SUSTAINABLE LIVESTOCK?



THERE ARE THREE IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTSTHERE ARE THREE IMPORTANT REQUIREMENTS

TO MAKE USE OF DIGITAL LIVESTOCK:TO MAKE USE OF DIGITAL LIVESTOCK:

1. access to the internet and electronic devices;1. access to the internet and electronic devices;

2. skills to use digital technology;2. skills to use digital technology;

3. A culture that encourages digital livestock farming3. A culture that encourages digital livestock farming

activities as a business. activities as a business. 



Digital Economic Society Index (DESI) 2020 
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This work was part 
of the Istat

Livestock survey 
that is conducted 

twice a year, in 

1°December and 

1° June. The 
survey complies 

with the EU 
Regulation 
1165/2008.

Field of 
observation= 

Farms who has 
cattle and pigs, 
(sheep, goats 

requested only in 
December edition)

The technique 
used is CAWI-CATI

(due to Sars Cov-19 in June 
we have used only the CATI 

Tecnique and postponed the 
survey dates)

The survey has 
been revised 

adding a 
question, 

related to the 
use of precision 
farming tools, in 
the June 2020 

edition

This will allow 
to define a new 
set of indicators 

related to the 
livestock (but 

also agriculture) 
domain that will 
be able to help 

government 
policies

*The results are not still officially disseminated
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CONCLUSION AND FUTURE STEPS

The use of digital technology in agriculture and rural areas in Italy is, on average, low. 

In many cases is still missing, for example a simple fast broadband connectivity. Moreover, factors  
such as the lack of information about existing technologies, insufficient digital skills related to the  
average age of Italian farmers and the limited availability of reliable cost/benefit analyses of the     
new technologies may limit farmers investments in digitalization and precision farming. 

The risk of a ‘digital divide’ is still real.  

Restrictions on access imposed by data providers, ownership of data should be respected?

In the December edition, following the DESI (Digital Economy and Society Index), the survey has    
been revised in order to investigate the state of digitalization (use of a broadband, website, cloud  
services) in the livestock farms. All the categories of animals are included. The tecnique is double 
CAWI-CATI.
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